Velvac mirror parts diagram

Jump to navigation. Download File. Guidelines for installing a Top Hat convex mirror on top of a
Deluxe mirror head, providing the driver with additional blind spot coverage. The owner's
manual for the Velvac west coast mirror assembly provides installation and service information
to ensure a long service life. The owner's manual for the Velvac , and Revolution mirror
assemblies provides installation and service information to ensure a long service life.
Pneumatic control schematics for Velvac air cylinders, control valves and other air products
illustrate proper set up and operation for multiple vehicle application uses e. How to Install the
Top Hat Convex Mirror Guidelines for installing a Top Hat convex mirror on top of a Deluxe
mirror head, providing the driver with additional blind spot coverage. Owner's Manual - West
Coast Mirrors The owner's manual for the Velvac west coast mirror assembly provides
installation and service information to ensure a long service life. Owner's Manual - , and
Revolution Mirrors The owner's manual for the Velvac , and Revolution mirror assemblies
provides installation and service information to ensure a long service life. Pneumatic Control
Schematics Pneumatic control schematics for Velvac air cylinders, control valves and other air
products illustrate proper set up and operation for multiple vehicle application uses e. Wiring
Collection. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes abstract pictorial symbols to
show all the affiliations of parts in a system. Circuitry representations are comprised of two
points: symbols that stand for the parts in the circuit, and lines that represent the links between
them. For that reason, from circuitry layouts, you know the family member place of the elements
as well as just how they are attached. Electrical wiring layouts mostly shows the physical
position of parts as well as links in the developed circuit, however not always in reasoning
order. It emphasizes on the layout of the cables. Schematics emphasize on just how circuits
work logically. To read a wiring diagram, first you need to recognize just what basic aspects are
included in a wiring diagram, and which photographic signs are used to represent them. The
usual components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire and also connection,
outcome devices, switches, resistors, logic entrance, lights, and so on. A line represents a cord.
Cords are utilized to connect the parts with each other. There ought to be a tale on the wiring
diagram to tell you just what each shade means. Normally circuits with greater than 2 elements
have 2 standard kinds of links: collection and also parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which
parts are connected along a single path, so the current circulations with one element to obtain
to the next one. In a series circuit, voltages add up for all elements connected in the circuit, and
currents coincide with all components. In a parallel circuit, each gadget is straight attached to
the source of power, so each tool receives the same voltage. The current in a parallel circuit
streams along each identical branch and also re-combines when the branches reunite. A good
wiring diagram requires to be practically right and also clear to review. Deal with every detail.
The diagram must show the correct instructions of the favorable and also negative terminals of
each element. Use the appropriate icons. Learn the significances of the basic circuit signs and
pick the proper ones to utilize. Attract linking cords as straight lines. Use a dot to suggest line
junction, or usage line jumps to show cross lines that are not linked. Tag components such as
resistors and capacitors with their worths. Make sure the message placement looks tidy.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Mirror came quickly as described and all questions answered promptly!
Jack of Pacific RV Mirrors responded to my inquires very promptly and answered my questions
which allowed me to place an order in short order. Very happy with service and price. As the
Maintenance Manager for a public transit company there are two things that are important: Price
and Time. I found the exact replacement part I needed and a great price and had it quickly. The
communication was great. Jack, at Pacific RV Mirrors, gave me the benefit of his expertise to
guide me to the right parts to rehab the mirrors on my '05 Monaco Safari Cheetah. His pricing is
very competitive; he made sure I got everything needed to fix it right, and shipped it the next
day, There is no better place to purchase RV parts, especially mirrors. Easy ordering. Fast
shipping. Got more than I expected. They couldn't have made it any easier to find the parts I
needed. Got my mirror is less than 4 days! Without jacks help we would have ordered the wrong
one. So nice to have a knowledgeable person to help us. Will most definitely do business with
you again. Exact replacement for my Winnebago Voyage and they had it in stock! The part I
ordered was the correct item, promptly shipped, and well packaged. It arrived in perfect
condition in 3 business days after the order was placed. Not much left to say VERY prompt
service and shipping. Exactly what I needed. I'm sure I will be a repeat customer for RV parts!
Fast service and the right part the first time. I ordered mirrors for my Country Coach motor
home. The mirrors shipped immediately and I received them within a few days. It turned out one
of the mirrors had a manufacturing defect. When I called Jack he apologized for the problem
and shipped a replacement mirror the same day. Two days later I had the replacement. I highly
recommend Jack and Pacific RV. Five stars for Jack and Pacific RV for sure. Jack at
pacificrvparts. It was in stock and shipped the same day to our vacation home in Florida. The

directions made it an easy 10 minute swap out.. It was on a Sunday and I spoke to Jack. He
assured me they could provide the correct mirrors for my RV. They were easy to install and look
beautiful. My sincere thanks and gratitude to Jack for assisting me with my order. I had a few
questions and Jack answered them quickly. Even on the weekends. Once ordered, the product
shipped and arrived quickly. As I waited for deliver, I was terrified that the new arm would not fit
on my older RV. I needn't have worried. The gasket that came with the mirror replacement made
everything line up perfectly. The hole assemble is very sturdy, well designed, and constructed. I
could not be more pleased with this purchase. Class A Mirrors by Manufacture. Customer
Testimonials. Contact Us - Jack pacificrvparts. Dennis - Lincoln, MI Jack of Pacific RV Mirrors
responded to my inquires very promptly and answered my questions which allowed me to place
an order in short order. Bryan M. Terrel - Virginia. Thomas - Victorville, Ca Got my mirror is less
than 4 days! Sherie - Ohio Exact replacement for my Winnebago Voyage and they had it in
stock! Barry - Utah The part I ordered was the correct item, promptly shipped, and well
packaged. Mark - Florida. Kerry - Blairesville, GA Fast service and the right part the first time.
Richard - Dunnellon FL. Norman - Oakland, Ca. Technical Specs. Customer Testimonials
Contact Us - Jack pacificrvparts. Terrel - Virginia Easy ordering. Class A Drivers mirror. Exact
replacement. Reviewer: Barry from Utah, United States. By Bob Lowe Email: bob rv-partsplus.
You can go to it at You can order the glass or most other parts online and they will be shipped
to you. I find that accessing the Technical Support function in the upper banner of the website
allows viewing the drawings of the mirror to determine which model you have or typically to be
very helpful. You can also read how to replace the glass, the head, or re -connect the wiring if
necessary. The part numbers for the assemblies and individual parts are listed on the prints and
you can download the PDF files to review offline. Read the instructions for replacement of the
various parts that you are replacing and you should not have any difficulty. I have done this for
a number of our customers and club members and found all tasks to be very straight forward
and able to be done by the RV owner. Adjustment of the mirror head should first begin by
ensuring that the mirror glass is positioned equally on all four corners. The mirror glass should
be level inside the mirror shell when viewed from side to side. For fine adjustment of the mirror
glass use the remote control switch. Figure A in the drawing below shows an improper
adjustment of the mirror glass. The head has not been turned in relation to the arm which for
viewing requires the glass to be positioned outside of the mirror shell housing. This will cause
air currents to flow between the glass and mirror shell creating vibration in the mirror glass.
Figure B shows a correct adjustment of the mirror head and glass. The mirror head has been
positioned at the proper angle on the arm. The glass is enclosed inside the mirror housing
which will minimize air turbulence between the mirror housing shell and the glass. Now that the
mirror is repaired and set correctly within the housing, the last step is
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to properly set the mirrors to see what is beside and behind the RV. Starting with the large
upper mirror, have the driver sit in the driving position with seat and steering wheel properly
adjusted. This will give a good view of what is behind the coach as well as vehicles approaching
on either side. Each driver may need to readjust when they take up driving, which is simple with
the power mirror control. It is a good practice to learn the proper setting since in an emergency
you will need to depend on the view out of the mirrors. The Convex mirror should be set so that
the driver can clearly see down along the sides of the coach so that vehicles are not in a blind
spot. These mirrors will not need to be moved. Menu Click on the white bars to open. Velvac
mirror replacement and adjustment. Adjustment of the Mirrors for Safe Driving Now that the
mirror is repaired and set correctly within the housing, the last step is to properly set the
mirrors to see what is beside and behind the RV.

